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Project Background
This report is a stand-alone document as well as one of a series that together detail the key tasks and
associated findings and conclusions of the Stillaguamish Temperature TMDL Adaptive Assessment and
Implementation Project (“Stillaguamish TMDL Project”).
The purpose of the Stillaguamish TMDL Project is to improve water quality standards for temperature
and salmon habitat in the Stillaguamish basin by identifying sources of cold groundwater in the streams
and rivers which would most benefit from protection. The need for the project was identified in the
2004 Stillaguamish River Water Quality Improvement Plan.
The Stillaguamish TMDL Project incorporates several methodologies in its approach, which are
documented in separate reports (this report is highlighted), as follows:









Watershed Process Characterization
Base Flow Analysis
Temperature Regime Studies
o FLIR (Forward Looking Infrared Imagery) Temperature Imagery Analysis
o USGS Thermal Profiling Report
o 2008-2012 Temperature Data Report
Groundwater Seepage Study
Assessment Synthesis and Project Identification Report
Riparian Implementation Project Report
Feasibility Analysis for Two Temperature Improvement Projects

The project was funded through a Centennial Clean Water grant agreement between the Washington
State Department of Ecology (DOE) and Snohomish County. It was initiated by Snohomish County Public
Works Surface Water Management in 2010 and completed in 2015.
The final summary report and associated maps can serve as a tool for policy and regulation
development, species conservation, water quality and watershed management planning efforts in the
Stillaguamish Basin. Maps included in this report should not be used alone for present day site
descriptions of river temperature by location.
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Executive Summary
This report describes and maps user-identified temperature characteristics visually identified from
September 2001 thermal infrared (TIR) imagery for selected rivers in the Stillaguamish watershed
resource inventory area (WRIA 5). Although imagery was originally collected and summarized by
Watershed Sciences (Corvallis, OR) for the Washington State Department of Ecology, this new analysis
expands on the previous work to:






Comprehensively map water surface temperature anomalies (colder or warmer surface water
adjacent to upstream median river surface temperature)
Identify the likely sources of the temperature anomalies (tributary, hillslope seep/spring, side
channel, floodplain (spring brook), hyporheic, surface water units)
Estimate the apparent size of temperature anomalies relative to channel size
Map potential salmonid cold-water refuge locations
Summarize and compare results by anomaly type for conceptual protection and restoration
strategy development

Temperature anomalies were identified from TIR imagery at 226 locations in the study area that
included the mainstem Stillaguamish River, North Fork (NF) Stillaguamish River, South Fork (SF)
Stillaguamish River and Pilchuck Creek. The 129 cold-water anomalies comprised 57% of all anomalies
and half were located in the NF Stillaguamish River. These anomalies were formed in the river channel
most commonly by tributaries, floodplain discharge, side channel outflow and seeps/springs, in that
order. The coldest anomalies were seeps/springs, side channels, floodplain discharge and tributaries, in
that order; which likely reflects the surface flow distance from groundwater discharge to the imaged
river location.
The median temperature of the anomalies was the lowest and the average river distance between cold
anomalies (approximately every ½ mile) was the shortest in the NF Stillaguamish River. The SF
Stillaguamish River contained numerous cold temperature anomalies. These were largest in average size
but were spaced relatively far apart. Cold-water anomalies were rare in the mainstem Stillaguamish
River. These anomalies were less than 2°C cooler than the median river temperature, which suggests
that these occurred close to sources of groundwater inflow and could be relatively important due to
their rarity in the warmer mainstem river. The 97 warm surface water anomalies were observed at
backwaters, along shallow gravel bars and in shallow un-vegetated braided channel locations.
A cold-water refuge for salmonids and other cold-water fishes is defined as being at least 2°C cooler
than the median channel temperature (Torgersen et al. 2012). Out of 129 cold-water anomalies, 96 met
the criterion for a cold-water refuge at the time of sampling. Cold-water refuges are most evident in TIR
imagery at low flow and at periods of highest summer air temperature when image contrast between
summer maximum surface water temperature and groundwater source temperature is greatest. Other
cold-water refuges may be present in these rivers when air temperature is hotter or when base flow is
lower than when 2001 thermal imagery was obtained. Also, other cold-water refuges may not have
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been visible in the TIR imagery due to their small size, underwater location (e.g. stratified pools) and/or
canopy cover.
Nevertheless, the location, frequency, sources and size of mapped temperature anomalies can
contribute to developing recommendations for protecting or restoring temperature regimes or more
discrete cold-water refuges for beneficial uses. Beneficial uses with respect to suitable temperature
conditions for various salmonid fishes are for “spawning, core-rearing, non-core rearing and migration
(WDOE 2012).” In summer, for most Stillaguamish stream locations, a “core rearing and migration”
criterion of 16°C applies and is used as a reference point for evaluating exceedances in temperature at
the time of the TIR imagery.
In tributaries, actions that sustain or restore summer base flow, protect or improve shading, and actions
that improve habitat unit complexity at tributary junctions with the mainstem rivers may also support
the connectivity of habitats for spawning, rearing and migration as well as thermal suitability. For coldwater refuges within or emanating from floodplain side channels, protection and restoration of the
connectivity to side channels will support rearing at winter flood, spring out-migration, and summer
base flow levels when temperature is critical. In the long term, restoring river processes that lead to side
channel formation will provide more numerous and natural cold-water refuges for summer rearing.
Springs and seeps may be more stable and predictable in location and flow contribution over long time
periods (100-1000 years) and could represent fixed points in a spatial network of refuges. Protection of
upland characteristics sustaining groundwater discharge at seep/spring locations is also important.

Description

The maps of temperature anomalies from this report will be evaluated in conjunction with field-based
longitudinal thermal profiling and site-specific summer temperature variability data to devise
temperature related strategies as part of the final Assessment Synthesis and Project Identification
Report. Such protection and enhancement strategies may vary by cold-water source type and river, but
follows the conceptual strategy based on the spatial concepts of “More”, “Bigger”, and “Better” in the
following table.

More … increase the
frequency (or
decreased spacing) of
cold-water refuges and
locations of thermal
suitability.

Conceptual Strategy
Bigger … increase the size of Better … quality of structural habitats
the temperature effect
at refuge locations for enhanced
(from a change in flow
thermal benefit – cover, depth, flow,
volume and/or temperature wood and substrate complexity
supports multiple species, age classes
difference).
and density.
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Introduction
Thermal infrared (TIR) sensors measure radiant surface energy and store the calibrated values as pixels
in a digital image, allowing water surface temperature patterns to be measured at very high resolution
in image swaths of 150-600 meters (Faux et al. 2001). Visualizing thermal landscapes using this
technology has been a valuable tool in the field of ecology, particularly in the western United States,
where it has been used to investigate the patterns of fish distribution and habitat variability associated
with temperature in streams and rivers (Torgersen et al. 2001).
Previous studies in the region have used TIR mapping to thermally characterize streams at a variety of
scales and for a variety of reasons. The technology has been used to generally map heterogeneity in
river temperatures (Watershed Sciences 2002), while others have used it to identify specific features
such as hyporheic flow (Burkholder et al. 2008) and wall-base channels (Belknap and Naiman 1998) that
are potential salmon habitat refuges (Ebersole et al. 2003; Torgersen et al. 2012).
Salmon and other aquatic life require specific temperature ranges in order to maintain optimal
metabolic activities (Beschta et al. 1987). Stream habitat degradation from land conversion has led to
stream warming that is problematic for cold-water fishes and models indicate future climate change will
increase stream temperature, exasperating the problem (Battin et al. 2007; Isaak et al. 2011).
Physiologically, warmer water requires cold-water species to consume more food to grow and
successfully transition between life stages (Beauchamp 2009). Spawning salmon, which do not eat, are
even more susceptible to warm river temperatures than are juvenile salmonids. In areas where
temperature is too warm, stream corridors may be impassable and habitat area may become spatially
restricted, reducing habitat connections and quantity within a drainage area. Cooler areas are not only
preferred by salmonids, but amid warm expanses, they may be important thermal refuges (Berman and
Quinn 1991; Torgersen et al. 1999).
The objective of this study was to identify relative temperature differences in Stillaguamish watershed
rivers by mapping stream temperature anomalies using previously acquired TIR imagery. Identifying and
quantifying these anomalies provides a better understanding of the thermal dynamics of the river and
informs where reach scale restoration and/ or habitat-unit scale habitat restoration may be beneficial
for temperature. Likewise, characterizing temperature anomalies can help formulate protection
strategies or actions that conserve key water flow processes that support cold-water refuges. Results
from this report will be used along with supplemental field measurements to develop a synthesis of
temperature data collected during this project period (2010-2012). Combined datasets will be used to
develop recommendations for temperature improvement among rivers and subbasins in the
Stillaguamish watershed that will be presented in a separate final project report.
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Methods
Thermal Infrared and Color Videography
An aerial TIR survey of the Stillaguamish River watershed was conducted in 2001 by Watershed Sciences
Inc. (Corvallis, Oregon) for the Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) (Watershed Sciences
2002). TIR radiance and associated color images were acquired using a TIR sensor and video camera
mounted on a helicopter (i.e., a forward-looking infrared [FLIR] platform). Streams were surveyed over
two days in early September 2001 during mid-afternoon to capture conditions during the warmest part
of the day. One segment, the mainstem Stillaguamish River, was surveyed on both days to facilitate any
future comparisons among different streams sampled on different days. The project imagery (color and
infrared) and median temperature values calculated as part of the thermal imaging project are available
from Ecology at:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/apps/watersheds/temperature/tir/stillaguamish/index.html
Multiple streams across the County were surveyed in 2001, but only four rivers with the most
unambiguous data and the greatest level of management focus—the mainstem Stillaguamish River,
North Fork Stillaguamish River, South Fork Stillaguamish River, and the lower 7.2 miles of Pilchuck
Creek—have been evaluated in this report (Figure 1). Locations in upper Pilchuck Creek, Deer Creek,
upper North Fork Stillaguamish, and Canyon Creek were excluded due to the uncertainty of interpreting
FLIR imagery in locations with narrower channels, greater canopy cover, greater shading, and less fieldbased knowledge of summer flow contribution from tributaries.
Table 1 summarizes the date, time, and extent of surveys. Information about flight altitude, image
resolution, and imagery post-processing can be found in the report by Watershed Sciences (2002),
available at the link above.
Table 1. FLIR Imagery Acquisition, 2001.
River

Date

Time (PM)

Survey Extent

NF Stillaguamish

9/7/01

2:50 – 3:58

Mouth to Crevice Creek

Mainstem Stillaguamish 9/7/01

4:52 – 5:23

Mouth to Forks

17.6

Pilchuck Creek

9/8/01

1:49 – 2:33

Mouth to Headwaters

7.2

Mainstem Stillaguamish 9/8/01

3:03 – 3:24

Mouth to Forks

17.6

SF Stillaguamish

3:24 – 4:30

Mouth to Coal Creek

44.5

9/8/01

Distance (miles)
34

Source: Watershed Sciences (2002).
TIR image processing included an algorithm that computed the median stream temperature across the
width of the channel approximately every 400 feet (Watershed Sciences 2002). The TIR-derived
temperature measurements were validated at the time using Onset Stowaway™ continuously recording
stream temperature loggers distributed throughout the study area. The temperature loggers have 0.2°C
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accuracy, and they reported an average of 0.3°C difference between the logger-recorded temperatures
and the TIR-derived temperatures (Watershed Sciences 2002).
Map Creation
Temperature anomalies were located and mapped in a geographic information system (GIS) based on
visual interpretation of the TIR images and by referencing fixed features and channel or topographic
indicators. These included Snohomish County ortho-rectified imagery (1998, 2001, and 2003), highresolution light detection and ranging (LiDAR)-based digital elevation models (DEMs), mapped stream
hydrography, and built infrastructure (e.g., roads). Temperature information by mapped location was
populated by reviewing the aerial TIR imagery frame by frame (as in Figure 2) and reviewing the median
temperature values from the beginning to the end of each aerial survey.
Locations where water temperature was different by ±0.5°C compared with the adjacent upstream
median surface water were classified as anomalies and digitized in the shapefile and attributed with
field information (Table 2). Because the aerial imagery and temperature data were obtained during a
flight of less than 68 minutes at the time of peak daily temperature, it was assumed the relative
temperature differences between anomalies and median river temperatures were suitable for direct
comparison. Attributed field data for individual anomalies and metadata are included in Appendix A and
Appendix B, respectively.
Table 2. Temperature Anomaly User-Attributed Fields.
Field

Data Type

Description

Name

Text

Description of anomaly

River

Text

River name (from hydrography layer)

Image

Text

FLIR image ID number from Ecology website

Median

Numeric

Visually estimated median temperature of thermal anomaly

Temp_Diff Numeric

Temperature difference (±) between estimated anomaly median value and
nearest adjacent upstream median temperature value

Size

Integer

Spatial size of the anomaly relative to downstream channel size (see below)

Source

Text

Estimated source of thermal anomaly

Comment

Text

Detailed description of anomaly
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Identifying and Characterizing Temperature Anomalies
The identification and characterization of temperature anomalies consisted of a) calculation of median
anomaly temperature, b) calculation of the temperature difference between the anomaly and the
adjacent stream, c) determination of anomaly size, and d) inference of the source of the anomaly. These
steps are discussed below.
Median Temperature of Anomalies
The median temperature of each anomaly was visually estimated using the temperature color ramp
provided with Ecology images (Figure 2). In some instances, such as at tributary junctions, Watershed
Sciences (2002) identified the temperature of the anomaly, and that value was cross-referenced with
the visual image. However, many anomalies were not identified by Watershed Sciences (2002),
particularly those not coincident with tributary junctions. For these, the temperature of the anomaly
was estimated by visually averaging the range of temperatures within the anomaly boundary.
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Figure 1. Stillaguamish River sample areas for FLIR imagery acquisition and those rivers included in this report.
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Figure 2. Examples of temperature anomalies: warm anomaly (top panel, right) in the North Fork
Stillaguamish River illustrating strong heating at shallow downstream margin of a glide; cold
temperature anomaly (bottom panel, right) in the North Fork Stillaguamish River showing inflow from
cold (9°C) spring source.
Temperature Difference between Anomalies and the Main Channel
To quantify the temperature difference between anomalies and the surrounding surface water, the
closest (spatially) upstream main channel temperature was subtracted from the observed median
temperature of the anomaly. The temperature used for the main channel was the median channel
temperature calculated for every 400 feet of mainstem channel (obtained from Ecology’s spreadsheets
imported to ArcGIS). Thermal anomalies that were estimated to be at least 2°C cooler than the adjacent
mainstem were considered cold-water refuges based on Torgersen et al. (2012), although their actual
use by fish was not field-validated.
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Anomaly Size
Anomaly size was defined by the observed wetted width and the downstream length of the temperature
effect as a fraction (or multiple) of the wetted channel width. Four size categories were defined (Table
3).
Table 3. Anomaly Size Categories.
Category

Wetted Width

Downstream Length

1

<25% of channel width

<25% of channel width

2

25-50% of channel width

25-50% of channel width

3

>50% of channel width

1-3 times channel width

4

>50% of channel width

>3 times channel width

Anomaly Source
One of seven potential sources was inferred for each anomaly, using the following definitions and
indicators, and mapped hydrography, LiDAR DEMs, and air photo imagery viewed in a GIS. The
classification scheme here is consistent with other similar work (Torgersen et al. 2012, Dugdale et al.
2013), though was initiated prior to these publications. The DEM layer assisted in pinpointing smaller
discharge locations and interpreting the sources of surface discharge (particularly seeps, springs, or
floodplain/springbrook channel flows obscured by vegetation). Channel features visible in air photos,
such as bars or active side channels that could influence hyporheic flow or channel return flow to the
main channel, were also reviewed.
Floodplain – Anomalies most likely due to inflow from floodplains or from low-elevation terraces of
alluvium (where no higher elevation drainage area was observed) were placed in this category. The
LiDAR DEM layer was used to identify these floodplain features and pinpoint the inflow location. It is
possible that cold-water inflow occurs below the water surface (not imaged by the FLIR) in the case of
deeper alluvial deposits and hydraulic gradients from low-elevation floodplain terraces. In any such
locations, the size of these anomalies would have been underestimated or not visualized as anomalies at
all.
Hyporheic – Anomalies that occurred where no other inflow was present were designated as hyporheic,
particularly if affiliated with gravel bars (Burkholder et al. 2008), based on the assumption that these are
caused by the eruption of groundwater contained within the wetted channel boundary.
Seep or spring – Anomalies apparently caused by pronounced groundwater or hillslope drainages
emanating from older alluvial terrace elevations (i.e., not interpreted to be discharge from a shallow
aquifer in a floodplain location) were categorized as seep or spring anomalies. These may typically be
very cold when entering the main river flow due to the short flow distance from discharge
Side channel – This category refers to anomalies that are within or drain out of side channels, oxbows,
or other eroded floodplain channel features, generally due to local shallow groundwater discharge
X:\SWMwide\CCWGrant\2010\Stilly Temp\Admin\Reports\FINAL
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collecting in these depressional locations. Here, the “source” is as much a habitat type as it is the direct
origin of cold water, which could derive from floodplain recharge, hillslope drainage, or springbrook
flow. Wall-based channels located at the boundary between river floodplains and higher terraces were
included in this category and usually were wider and longer (as channels) than floodplain sources.
Tributary – This category refers to anomalies that are directly associated with tributary inflow. Some
tributaries were not mapped in the Snohomish County hydrography, but nevertheless contributed flow
from a defined channel and drained an eroded, closed, higher elevation area visible on LiDAR imagery or
confirmed in the field.
Surface water – Where anomalies originated within individual surface water habitat units (such as pools
or glides), this was designated as the presumptive anomaly source. These are presumed to occur at the
surface due to low mixing in exposed, slow-moving, shallow, non-turbulent, , or backwater areas where
heating of the surface layer is captured in the imagery. It is not known from the imagery whether and
how the surface heating affects sub-surface water temperature at these locations.
Confluence – Where two large channels converged with sufficiently different temperatures to be
classified as an anomaly, the margin of their interaction was classified as a confluence.
Each anomaly was reviewed by the three authors to implement quality control. Differences in source
type classification or temperature interpretation were resolved. For each source type and each river,
temperature data were reported by count and average values. No statistical analyses were performed.
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Results and Discussion
Temperature anomalies were identified from TIR imagery at 226 locations in the mainstem Stillaguamish
River, North Fork Stillaguamish River, South Fork Stillaguamish River, and Pilchuck Creek. Visually
estimated temperatures of individual anomalies are included in Appendix A. Figure 3, shows anomaly
temperature difference and anomaly size class. Temperature anomaly characteristics are summarized in
Tables 4 through 7.
Overall, most anomalies were colder than the adjacent median channel temperatures, with the majority
(53%), found along the North Fork Stillaguamish River (Table 4). The South Fork Stillaguamish had the
greatest percentage of cold anomalies by river (37 out of 44). The Stillaguamish mainstem and Pilchuck
Creek each displayed more warm anomalies than cold anomalies on the sample dates (Table 4).
Table 4. Counts of Warm and Cold-water Temperature Anomalies.
Type of Anomaly
Cold
Warm
Total

Stillaguamish
Mainstem

North Fork
South Fork
Pilchuck Grand
Stillaguamish Stillaguamish Creek
Total
10
69
37
13
129
44
30
7
16
97
54
99
44
29
226

Types of Anomalies
Temperature anomalies were grouped by source type (Table 5) - floodplain, hyporheic, seeps/springs,
side channel, tributary, surface water and confluence. Cold temperature anomalies originated from
tributaries, floodplains, side channels, and seeps/springs, and their average temperature was more than
2°C cooler than upstream median channel temperatures. Commonly, the minimum temperature
observed in the aerial imagery was estimated to be 8 or 9°C, reflecting a nearby groundwater source.
Surface water temperature anomalies accounted for the greatest number of anomalies and were the
warmest on average, both in absolute value and relative difference to the channel median temperature.
Hyporheic and confluence sources were also relatively warmer temperature anomalies.
Inflow to the mainstem river from floodplain anomalies typically occurred at the downstream margin of
a floodplain meander lobe, commonly affiliated with a backwatered habitat unit. Cooling was generally
confined to the wetted channel margin and the cooler area was small in size, perhaps owing to the
smaller contributing area. Hyporheic anomalies typically appeared at the downstream end of gravel bars
or the downstream side of transverse bars, or where strong hydraulic gradient and relatively permeable
alluvium are inferred to exist. These anomalies occur at bar edges or in the center of a channel without
any other apparent source of nearby cold water. Seeps and springs typically contributed very cold water
(<10°C) and often appeared to do so from a relatively small surface drainage area. Many seeps and
springs discharging at or near boundaries between aquifers and aquitards were observed in the field.
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Figure 3. Temperature anomalies (shaded circles) of the Stillaguamish River basin from 2001 TIR imagery. Some smaller anomalies are obscured by mapping
overlap. Median stream temperature values (lines) are from Ecology.
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Table 5. Temperatures and Average Size of Anomalies by Source Type.

Source Type

Count

Floodplain
Hyporheic
Seep/spring
Side channel
Tributary
Surface water
Confluence
Grand Total

32
10
21
24
52
85
2
226

Anomaly
Maximum
Temperature, °C, Temperature,
Avg.
°C
12.6
15.2
14.6
18.0
11.3
14.0
12.4
17.0
12.8
16.0
17.3
20.0
15.4
15.4
14.4
20.0

Minimum
Temperature,
°C
9.0
9.0
9.0
11.0
8.0
13.0
15.3
8.0

Temperature
Difference °C,
Avg.,
-2.5
-0.6
-3.4
-2.5
-2.2
1.9
-0.9
-0.8

Average
Size (by
Source
Type)
1.3
1.6
2.1
1.6*
1.8
1.6
3.0
1.7

*Size does not include the size of the side channel itself.

Among the subbasin areas, sources of temperature anomalies were variable (Table 6). The upper South
Fork Stillaguamish River is fed by numerous cold tributaries that made up over half of all South Fork
anomalies. The South Fork contained few floodplain or side channel anomalies, likely due to the
confined nature of the valley in which much of it flows. In contrast, the wider floodplain of the North
Fork Stillaguamish River contains numerous side channels and large permeable floodplain areas with
high groundwater recharge and shallow groundwater storage potential. In addition, post-glacial erosion
along this valley has resulted in higher elevation glacial deposits and alluvial terraces that contribute
discharge as seeps or springs where the hillslope deposits meet the floodplain.
The mainstem Stillaguamish River and Pilchuck Creek contained many warm surface water anomalies.
Pilchuck Creek also contained the most hyporheic temperature anomalies, which were 0.7°C warmer on
average than upstream water temperature. Generally, hyporheic sources were difficult to detect, except
at the downstream edge of larger exposed gravel bars. Hyporheic cold-water return flow was not
observed in the Stillaguamish mainstem or in the South Fork Stillaguamish River imagery. It is possible
the hyporheic discharge observed in Pilchuck Creek was due to the relatively larger channel width and
exposed gravel bar area in this creek at low baseflow, in contrast to the larger flow volume and
relatively narrow exposed gravel bar areas of the South Fork and mainstem.
Table 6. Temperature Anomaly Counts By Subbasin and Source Type.
Source Type
Floodplain
Hyporheic
Side channel
Seep/spring
Surface water
Tributary
Confluence
Grand Total

Stillaguamish Mainstem
4
1
1
44
2
2
54

North Fork
18
3
18
12
24
24

South Fork
7
4
5
6
23

Pilchuck Creek
4
7
1
3
11
3

99

44

29
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Grand Total
32
10
24
21
85
52
2
226
13

Sources of Warm Anomalies
All 85 temperature anomalies originating within surface water locations were warm and were
interpreted to be a result of local heating of surface water (Tables 4 and 5). Twelve other warm
anomalies were located at tributaries (4), from side channels (3), and as an inferred result of hyporheic
flow (5). The three warmer side channels appeared to be warmer due to split flow around mid-channel
gravel bars, where a smaller, and presumably shallower, volume of water flow was separated from the
main channel (thus, they are also “surface water anomalies,” but originating within a side channel and
so classified as such).
Sources of Cold Anomalies and Thermal Refuges
Cold-water anomalies were more abundant than warm-water anomalies in this survey, although they
predominated (i.e., were >50% of all anomalies) in just the North Fork and South Fork Stillaguamish
Rivers.
Table 7. Summary of Cold-Water Anomalies in Sampled Areas.

Cold anomalies, count
Average median temperature, °C

Stillaguamish North Fork
South Fork
Pilchuck Grand
Mainstem
Stillaguamish Stillaguamish Creek
Total
10
69
37
13
129
13.9

11.8

12.4

13.2

12.3

Average size categories*
1.7
1.6
1.9
1.4
1.7
Average temperature difference,
°C
-2.8
-2.0
-2.9
-2.2
-2.7
Distance sampled, miles
22.8
34.1
44.4
7.2 108.5
Average distance between cold
anomalies, miles
2.28
0.5
1.2
0.55
*Size categories from smallest to largest are 1, 2, 3, and 4 and are increasing ratios of anomaly width
and length relative to overall channel size (Table 3).
The designation of “cold-water refuge” applies to cold-water anomalies that were at least 2°C cooler
than the median channel temperature (Torgersen et al. 2012). Out of 129 cold-water anomalies, 96 met
the criterion for a cold-water refuge at the time of sampling (Figure 4 and Table 8). In Pilchuck Creek and
the mainstem Stillaguamish River, approximately half of the cold-water anomalies met the temperature
refuge criterion. In the North Fork, 55 out of 69 cold-water anomalies were cold-water refuges,
predominantly from floodplain, side channel, or tributary sources.
Cold-water refuges will be most evident at low flow and at periods of highest summer air temperature.
Other cold-water refuges may be present in the Stillaguamish River when air temperature is higher or
when baseflow is lower than when 2001 thermal imagery was obtained. In addition, cold-water refuges
may not have been visible in the TIR imagery if they were small in size and shaded by canopy cover.
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Table 8. Summary of Potential Cold-Water Refuges by Source Type.
Source Type
Floodplain
Hyporheic
Seep/spring
Side channel
Tributary
Confluence
Total
Average distance between
cold-water refuges, miles

Stillaguamish
Mainstem
2

South Fork
Stillaguamish
5

Pilchuck
Creek
2

1
1
1

North Fork
Stillaguamish
17
3
9
14
12

4
1
20

2

5

55

30

6

4.6

0.6

1.5

1.2
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Grand
Total
26
3
16
16
35
0
96

15

Figure 4. Potential cold-water refuge locations in the Stillaguamish watershed at least 2°C cooler than adjacent surface water. Larger and darker blue circles
represent relatively larger and colder refuge locations. Locations in red exceeded 16°C (the temperature criteria) at the time of sampling.
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Temperature Conditions by Subbasin
Stillaguamish River Mainstem
Within the Stillaguamish River (from the mouth to the North Fork/South Fork confluence), 54
temperature anomalies were identified (Table 9). Eighty-one percent of these were warm water
anomalies, likely from localized warming in surface water. This result indicates that in addition to
receiving warm water from upstream locations, the wide, shade-deficient mainstem is readily heated at
the surface. All other anomalies were colder and originated from tributaries, floodplains, side channels,
and hyporheic flow.
Cold-water anomalies in the mainstem Stillaguamish River were relatively rare, spatially small
(compared to channel size), and spaced relatively far apart (at an average distance of 2.28 miles) (Table
7). However, they were relatively cold (-2.8°C) compared to the median channel temperature,
suggesting these anomalies occur close to sources of groundwater inflow and may be disproportionately
important to cold-water fishes due to their rarity. They may provide cold-water refuge in the mainstem
at tributary junctions, in tributaries such as Portage Creek, at side channel connections, or at the
downstream edge of floodplain meanders. The median temperature calculations indicate reach-scale
cooling in Koch’s Slough (Cook Slough) downstream from Portage Creek and along a steep left bank
hillslope with apparent groundwater seepage.
Table 9. Characteristics of Mainstem Stillaguamish Temperature Anomalies.
Confluence Floodplain
Count
Median temperature,
°C, Avg.
Size class, Avg.
Temperature
difference, °C, Avg.

Side
Channel

Seep/
Spring

Surface Tributary
Water

Grand
Total/Avg.

2

4

1

1

44

2

54

15.4

14.1

12.5

13.4

17.2

13.0

16.6

3.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.5

1.0

1.5

-0.9

-2.1

-3.4

-2.4

1.4

-2.9

0.7

North Fork Stillaguamish River
The North Fork Stillaguamish River had 99 anomalies, 69 of which were cold anomalies (Table 10). In
fact, the North Fork contained over half of all identified cold-temperature anomalies (Figure 3 and Table
7). In addition to having more cold anomalies than other portions of the Stillaguamish River, the
anomalies in the North Fork were typically larger and had a colder median temperature. Further, the
average linear distance between these anomalies was smallest (approximately every 0.5 mile) compared
to other rivers. The North Fork was unique in its diverse sources of anomalies, the most common of
which was tributaries (24%). The distribution of larger and colder anomalies was higher upstream
(Figure 5), whereas smaller and warmer anomalies were located in downstream reaches (Figure 5).
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Table 10. Characteristics of North Fork Temperature Anomalies.

Count
Median temperature,
°C, Avg.
Size class, Avg.
Temperature
difference, °C, Avg.

Floodplain

Hyporheic

Side Seep/
Channel Spring

Surface
Water

Tributary

Grand
Total/Avg.

18

3

18

12

24

24

99

12.2

11.0

12.0

10.4

17.1

13.1

13.3

1.4

2.0

1.8

1.8

2.0

1.7

1.7

-2.4

-3.8

-2.8

-3.8

2.4

-1.5

-1.3

Anomalies originating from seeps and springs were coldest and were probably observed close to their
point of origin. Hyporheic sources, followed by floodplain, tributaries, and side channels, were the next
coldest, in that order. Although tributary inflow was relatively warm compared with other sources, total
cold-water volume from tributaries was apparently greatest among all cold-water sources. For example,
Squire Creek and Boulder River together contributed approximately 25% of flow to the North Fork (as
gaged) during the lowest two days of flow in 2009. The large cold flow creates discrete reductions in
river temperature at these tributary confluence locations (Figure 6 and Figure 8).
In the upper North Fork, cold-water anomalies were strongly associated with Squire Creek, Fortson
Ponds, French Creek, and several side channels. Many cold-water anomalies were associated with the
left bank of the North Fork (Figure 6), which drains the north-facing flank of the glacial valley.
In the lower North Fork, there were relatively few cold-water anomalies and all were relatively small
compared to the larger channel. There were few tributaries with colder water compared to the
mainstem, although a few smaller tributaries appear to be fed by groundwater discharge. There were
larger reach-scale changes in temperature, such as cooling toward the downstream confined channel
(Figure 7) that may be the result of diffuse groundwater inflow. The downstream influence of many
diffuse cold-water sources may moderate the tendency for water to warm in a downstream direction
and creates moderate warming (Figure 8, reprinted and modified from Watershed Sciences 2002).
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Figure 5. North Fork Stillaguamish River warm and cold temperature anomalies and longitudinal median channel temperature.
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Figure 6. Upper North Fork Stillaguamish River thermal refuge locations and median channel temperature. Locations (in red) exceed 16°C. Blue arrows are
locations of significant cold groundwater and surface water inflow. Red arrows depict locations of stronger longitudinal warming.
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Warming

Cooling

Cooling

Figure 7. Lower North Fork Stillaguamish River thermal refuge locations and median channel temperature. Also shown are locations (in red) exceeding 16°C.
Some reach-scale cooling appears upstream of the lower channel confinement (as marked).
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Figure 8. North Fork Stillaguamish River thermal profile from FLIR imagery (data points from Ecology) and strong and moderate heating and cooling trends.
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South Fork Stillaguamish River
There were a relatively low number of temperature anomalies in the South Fork given the total river
length sampled (Table 11). Most temperature anomalies in the South Fork were cold (84%) and the
average temperature of these was relatively cold (13.5°C). The average temperature difference between
the anomaly and main river was greatest (-1.9°C) compared to other rivers sampled. Cold anomalies in
the South Fork were also the largest in average size relative to other rivers in the watershed (Table 7 and
Figure 4).
However, South Fork cold anomalies were spaced relatively far apart. The larger distance between
anomalies reflects the spacing of tributary inflow and the relative paucity of cold anomalies created by
floodplain, spring, and side channel sources in the South Fork. The main source of anomalies was
tributary inflow, suggesting tributary confluence locations play an important role in creating
temperature variability. Seeps and springs were less common sources, but had the coldest median
temperature and displayed the greatest temperature difference (on average -3.3°C) compared to the
river. Seeps and springs anomalies also appeared to be large in size. This appearance of large anomalies
may be due in some instances to dispersed flow across exposed bedrock outcrops in confined channel
morphology, rather than actual in-river cooling. Therefore, the actual volume of flow to, and effect on,
the river may be smaller than the imagery suggest, but this uncertainty isn’t known. Temperature
anomalies associated with floodplain locations were also relatively cold (-3.1°C) compared to the South
Fork, but were small in size, perhaps due to relatively small floodplain recharge and discharge areas (not
measured) in the South Fork Stillaguamish floodplain.
Table 11. Characteristics of South Fork Stillaguamish River Temperature Anomalies.
Floodplain
Count
Temperature, °C, Avg.
Size class, Avg.
Temperature difference, °C, Avg.

6
12.7
1.2
-3.1

Side
Channel
4
14.0
1.3
-1.1

Seep/
Spring
5
11.8
3.2
-3.3

Surface
Water
6
19.5
1.0
3.6

Tributary
23
12.3
2.0
-2.9

Grand
Total/Avg.
44
13.5
1.8
-1.9

Similar to the North Fork Stillaguamish, temperature anomalies were larger and cooler in the upper
South Fork (Figure 9 and 10) than in the lower South Fork. In the Robe Canyon, for instance, there were
several large cold-water refuge locations and downstream cooling that appeared to exist for
approximately 5 miles. Temperature in Robe Canyon was 2°C cooler than upstream, though the amount
and locations of any cold tributary inflow or groundwater inflow are not well known.
In the valley-confined lower South Fork, there were 12 cold-water refuges between the Robe Canyon
and the confluence with the mainstem (Figure 11). Several tributaries, including Terrace Falls, contribute
cold water, although the largest tributary, Jordan Creek, was thermally indistinguishable from the South
Fork. The relatively large flow contribution of Canyon Creek was cooler than the South Fork
Stillaguamish so the temperature increase downstream from this confluence (Figure 11) could not be
attributed to Canyon Creek.
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Few floodplain and no side channel sources were observed, which is consistent with the relatively small
floodplain area in this confined river reach. Surface temperature at many locations exceeded 16°C
(Figures 4, 10, 11), except where some reach-scale cooling was apparent (solid line in Figure 11).
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Figure 9. South Fork Stillaguamish River warm and cold temperature anomalies and longitudinal median channel temperature.
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Figure 10. Upper South Fork Stillaguamish River thermal refuge locations and median channel temperature. Also shown are locations (in red) that exceeded
16°C.
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Cold Inflow from Arlington Heights

Figure 11. Lower South Fork Stillaguamish River thermal refuge locations and median channel temperature. Also shown were locations (in red) that exceeded
16°C. Some reach-scale cooling appears upstream of River Meadows Park. Cold inflow from Arlington Heights area is also evident.
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Pilchuck Creek
In lower Pilchuck Creek (downstream from RM 7.2), 29 anomalies were identified; 13 were cold-water
anomalies and 16 were warm-water anomalies (Figure 12). The cold anomalies were relatively small
(average size by category 1.6, Table 12) and slightly warmer than elsewhere, but were relatively closely
spaced in the lower 7.2 miles which is comparable to the density observed in the North Fork. Cold-water
anomalies appeared at locations discharging tributary flow or near floodplain deposits that may have
discharged shallow groundwater where no channelized inflow was apparent. The confluences of some
small tributaries may have been obscured by tree cover, but not many tributaries flow in summer
(personal observations from 2011).
Six out of 13 cold-water anomalies met the refuge criterion of 2°C cooler than the adjacent water (Figure
12, shown as arrows), which is about half the density of cold-water refuges in the North Fork
Stillaguamish River. These results suggest lower Pilchuck Creek does not contain many discrete sources
of cold-water inflow during summer.
Gradual downstream cooling was observed in numerous locations. Near the mouth of Pilchuck Creek,
temperature declined significantly for approximately 0.5 mile (green circled area in Figure 12), and two
cold-water anomalies were present. This decline in temperature occurred downstream from the
warmest reach in lower Pilchuck Creek (red circle in Figure 12). The downstream cooling occurred over a
longer length of the stream, and so it was interpreted to be a result of diffuse groundwater inflow rather
than the two discrete cold-water inflow locations. It is notable that most cold-water anomalies
originated from the left bank of Pilchuck Creek, draining from the southeast where extensive permeable
glacial outwash soils predominate compared to the northwest.
Table 12. Characteristics of Pilchuck Creek Temperature Anomalies.

Count
Temp., Avg.
Size, Avg.
Temp. Diff., Avg.

Floodplain

Hyporheic

4
12.6
1.0
-2.7

7
16.1
1.4
0.7

Side
Channel
1
14.0
1.0
-1.4

Seep/
Spring
3
13.2
2.0
-2.0

Surface
Water
11
17.1
1.6
1.8

Tributary
3
12.8
2.0
-1.9

Grand
Total/Avg.
29
15.3
1.6
0.0

This review of the FLIR imagery and temperature anomaly mapping identified more temperature
anomalies than the Watershed Sciences (2002) report, which documented only three cold-water
anomalies and two tributaries (described in that report as side channels).
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Figure 12. Temperature anomalies in lower Pilchuck Creek. Six locations (shown with blue arrows) are potential cold-water refuge locations. Red locations
exceeded 16°C. The green, red, and orange circled locations are focus locations for temperature protection, restoration, and both actions, respectively.
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Limitations/Assumptions
The TIR data is subject to several limitations. The most important is that TIR sensors measure
temperature only at the surface of the water. Temperature at the water surface can represent overall
water column temperature in a well-mixed water columns, but it may be less representative of
temperature anomalies where water is deep and temperature stratification is present during low
summer flow, such as in deep pools. TIR imagery may also generate false readings of warmer
temperature due to the shifted infrared emissions of rough or turbulent surfaces (Togersen 2001)
and/or where the angle of infrared backscatter to the sensor is large (Handcock et al. 2012). Faux (2001)
reports that for narrower channels, single pixels may be large enough (1 pixel = 27 cm, or about 1 square
foot) to integrate reflectance from multiple different surfaces (i.e., water, rocks, gravel, vegetation) and
so may inaccurately report summary temperature metrics.
TIR imagery from one snapshot in time also cannot adequately represent temperature influences that
could be present at other times of the year, but that were not thermally distinguishable at the time of
TIR sampling. Other anomalies and cold-water refuges may form in the Stillaguamish River when air
temperature is warmer or when baseflow is lower than in 2001 (when the thermal imagery was
obtained). Further, even the non-concurrent nature of the surveys over two days requires the
assumption that data between days are suitable for direct comparison, at least in terms of the relative
number of anomalies, if not the absolute temperature and anomaly temperature difference. This report
did not recalibrate temperature results due to differences in temperature between September 7 and
September 8, 2001, where the only available comparison between days is for the mainstem
Stillaguamish River.
The characteristics of cold temperature anomalies created by various sources of colder water do not, by
themselves, directly describe the causes of the temperature effect. And, no validation could be made as
to their actual use or value in 2001 as refuge habitat in terms of fish occupancy or behavior. Controls on
water temperature during summer are strongly influenced by water volume, shading from solar
radiation, stream aspect, hyporheic or groundwater flow processes, and other more subtle heat
exchange processes. Other controls directly influenced by land management include the alteration of
stream flow volume, stream shading, and channel width. At the same time, in many of the TIR imagery
locations, there is notable or subtle river cooling or heating in a downstream direction (as shown in
Figure 8), suggesting river reach-scale temperature responses (over distances of 1 or more km) may be
integrating larger scale water flow processes from hill slopes and within floodplains. These larger scale
flow processes may therefore either mask or exaggerate heating effects from land management
influence. Interpreting the relative importance of thermal refuges (are some more important than
others?) within the context of larger warming or cooling flow process by land management effects was
beyond the scope of this report.
In some TIR imagery where shadows were present, open water is difficult to distinguish from adjacent
features (e.g., bank, bedrock, sand/gravel). Our identification of a cold-water anomaly was dependent
on the companion true color image and an unambiguous view of water. Therefore, some potential coldwater inflow locations were not included. Vegetation canopy cover may have concealed anomalies near
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the channel edge, as well. The FLIR surveys were implemented in 2001, but Snohomish County did not
have suitable area-wide ortho-rectified aerial photography for comparison until 2003. In particular, the
exact placement of 2001 anomalies was difficult to determine in locations with a narrow aerial field of
view (in the FLIR and true color aerial imagery) or no matched landmarks, or in those uncommon
locations where large channel changes had occurred between 2001 and the 2003 aerial imagery.
Changes in flow patterns or drainage alignments between the time of the survey (2001) and the present
may have affected the composition and size of anomalies. However, Faux et al. (2001) reported that
“TIR surveys conducted on the same stream reach in multiple years have shown that the patterns of
warming and cooling remain spatially fixed between years.” Thus, although this TIR imagery is a
snapshot in time, it likely represents the spatial distribution, if not the size and temperature, of
anomalies in other years. Many anomalies mapped from the 2001 imagery were observed in the period
2008-2012. For example, in the North Fork Stillaguamish River, 36 out of 69 cold anomalies were fieldverified during summer either qualitatively, by in situ measurement, or from continuous temperature
monitoring of source flow. No observations of the other 33 locations in the North Fork were attempted.
Moreover GPS locations and field notes from 2011 alone show that an additional 22 locations in the
North Fork were contributing direct groundwater discharge along streambanks that were not observed
in the TIR imagery at those locations. This suggests there may be a risk of underestimating the number
of cold-water anomalies due to omission, than there is of over-estimating anomalies due to imagery
error.

Conclusion
Protection
Analysis of the locations, frequency, source types, magnitude of temperature difference, and relative
size of mapped temperature anomalies can help develop recommendations for protecting or improving
temperature regimes in rivers and at discrete cold-water refuge locations. Identifying and protecting the
sources of flow that produce larger and cooler temperature anomalies is important, particularly where
there is a greater temperature difference between the anomaly and adjacent ambient river water.
Tributaries and springs may be more stable and predictable in location and flow contribution over long
time periods (100-1,000 years) compared to side channels or floodplain discharge locations that are reworked by erosion, channel migration and re-deposition. However, cold side channels act as important
habitat units themselves, and may be relatively more important as thermal refuges in unconstrained
floodplains at lower elevations where the difference between mainstem river temperature and side
channels is greater. These may be thermal refuges in reaches that are otherwise thermally unsuitable
and so merit protection or enhancement.
For protection of cold-water sources, it can be assumed that larger cold-water refuges, created both by
large temperature differences and higher flow volume, will be most persistent seasonally and annually,
and may be influential over many habitat units. Individual locations with refuge and enhancement
potential could be investigated further to test this assumption. Larger thermal anomalies from greater
tributary flow may also improve fish habitat as a result of stream confluence geomorphic effects
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including sediment deposition, channel widening, reduced channel slope, reduced stream power, and
higher woody debris loading (Kiffney et al. 2006; Rice et al. 2006).
In tributaries, actions that sustain or restore summer low flow, protect or improve shading, and protect
or improve connectivity to locations of cold-water discharge will be beneficial for habitat and
temperature suitability and may mitigate some of the future risk of effects from climate change.
Protecting tributaries and smaller cold-water anomalies at lower elevations may be more feasible than
similar actions at higher elevations, where heating, although biologically meaningful, may not create
thermally intolerable habitat except for the range of bull trout (Isaak et al. 2010). This is true for
protection of colder side channel habitat and floodplain discharge locations as well, especially in lowland
areas where temperature anomalies are cold and relatively rare along the warmer mainstem river.
In particular, protection of shading and summer baseflow from smaller tributaries to the mainstem
Stillaguamish River, such as Church Creek, Armstrong Creek, Harvey Creek, Fish Creek, Portage Creek,
Glade Bekken Creek, and Jackson Gulch Creek, is recommended because all appear to be cooler than the
mainstem (Snohomish County, unpublished data). In smaller tributaries, water temperature can be
more sensitive to loss of shading than the mainstem, due to smaller flow volume. In Pilchuck Creek,
locations with cold-water refuges and reach-scale cooling could be protected for their cold-water
benefit (shown as green circles in Figure 12). Locations in red (Figure 12) could be treated for
temperature improvement (next section).
Restoration
Tributaries with warmer water temperature at their discharge or confluence location either do not have
significant cold-water sources, may be degraded in terms of shading, or are flow-losing stream reaches.
Some locations may be naturally warmer due to their north-south orientation. Restoration of these
tributaries may involve planting vegetation to improve shading and improving summer baseflow. The
effectiveness of these measures depends in part on stream width (larger streams cannot be effectively
shaded) and on actual surface or groundwater withdrawals. For colder tributaries, an increase in
summer baseflow and/or a decrease in temperature would benefit the tributary itself and the receiving
waterbody. Baseflow augmentation might be accomplished by increasing water delivery, increasing
shallow water storage, increasing recharge to shallow and deeper aquifer areas, and reducing water
withdrawals and other alterations to natural drainage pathways, such as ditching and channelization.
Relative to the cooler North Fork Stillaguamish, temperature improvement in the lower South Fork
Stillaguamish is a priority.
The lower mainstem Stillaguamish River is in a wide, permeable floodplain with (presumed) hydraulic
connectivity among floodplain channels and shallow groundwater storage in adjacent alluvial terraces.
Cold-water refuges in these lower mainstem locations did not usually derive from tributary inflow,
primarily because tributary flow in summer is very low and warmer due to lower precipitation, lower
recharge, and lower elevation resulting in warmer air temperature. For cold-water fishes, thermal
refuges will be found more frequently where connectivity with off-channel and side channel habitats are
present. In summer, groundwater discharge within floodplain side channels can have a greater small-
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scale cooling effect on local water temperature due to the proportionally higher contribution of
groundwater discharge relative to the naturally lower summer flow.
Because side channel habitat area has been significantly reduced in the lower mainstem (Pess et al.
1999), restoration of side channels will likely promote the most rapid recovery of more closely spaced
cold temperature anomalies. In contrast, tributaries, springs, and floodplain sources of cold-water inflow
are assumed to be relatively fixed over longer time frames in the lower mainstem Stillaguamish.
However, thermal refuges may be found in the floodplain sections of tributaries draining to the
mainstem river. Colder water may be restored at these locations by planting riparian vegetation for
shading over smaller streams with longer flow pathways, and side-channel/ponded habitats. In the long
term, an increasing amount and connectedness of cooler floodplain habitats will be created where more
natural river channel migration can feasibly be restored so a diversity of channel types, habitat types,
and floodplain vegetation types form. These changes would be expected to provide greater diversity of
water temperatures important for salmon feeding, metabolism and growth (Armstrong et al. 2008), as
well as cold-water refuge areas from unsuitable temperatures.
In concept, the frequency of cold-water anomalies can be increased. An example is the North Meander
side channel excavation and reconnection project in the lower mainstem river, which had not yet been
implemented in 2001 when TIR imagery was obtained. Since excavation and connection of the side
channel to Cook Slough in 2006, cold-water inflow has been identified along the 900-meter side channel
(Leonetti et al. 2009) at summer baseflow, as the channel intercepts groundwater from the floodplain.
Continuous water temperature monitoring in 2008 in the side channel revealed cold-water inflow from
the floodplain that reduced side channel temperature at the downstream outlet over 2 weeks, even
though air temperature increased and flow from the mainstem decreased during the same period
(Leonetti et al. 2009).
Table 13 includes concepts for pursuing feasibility of restoration actions based on cold-water anomaly
source and setting. At least three restoration approaches can be considered for thermal anomalies and
cold-water refuges that loosely fit the simple strategies of “More,” “Bigger,” and “Better.”
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Table 13. Conceptual Strategies for Improving River Temperature or Thermal Refuges by Source of Thermal Anomaly.

Bigger … increase the size of the temperature effect (from a change in flow

Better … increase the quality of habitat at refuge locations, such as cover,

water refuges and locations of thermal suitability in rivers

volume and/or temperature difference) entering river

wood complexity, depth, and hydraulic complexity to support species and
age classes at greater fish density

Infeasible to create more tributaries, but distance between cold-water
anomalies at tributaries could be reduced if bigger and better strategies
were implemented.

Increase temperature benefits with higher baseflow from higher recharge,
flow restoration, and/or tributary shading.

Enhance structural complexity (e.g., wood jams) of tributary mouth and
local confluence with river. This will enhance the number of and
complexity of habitats with suitable temperatures

Floodplain

More floodplain cold-water discharge locations may be feasibly created
where floodplain and first river terrace flow routing has been altered.
Removing bank armoring to restore channel migration and sinuosity
creates variable bedforms, gravel storage, channel mosaics, flow routes,
and active floodplain recharge of shallow storage zones.

Bigger volume of floodplain discharge of cold-water flow may be feasible by
reducing floodplain channelization, increasing recharge, and protecting flow
routing from hillslope sources of recharge to floodplains.

Floodplain discharge at the downstream lobe of larger meander bends may
be enhanced as backwater habitats with riparian planting, woody debris
placement, or bank armor removal to improve edge habitat quality where
degraded.

More side channel connections to cold water may be feasible where
connections have been lost and where more side channel formation is
possible with restoration of natural channel migration processes. Side
channels that are nearest to hillslope discharge locations will have colder
water than those closer the mainstem channel. These are most likely to be
disconnected as well.

Larger side channel cold-water refuges can result from restored or new
connectivity to remnant or disconnected side channels. Larger side channel
length may be created over time from natural channel migration processes.
Greater side channel length should be more important than area for both
cooling and shading as well as edge habitat capacity for rearing benefits.

Cold water as a refuge in side channels or off-channels can be protected
with more effective shading (assuming side channels are narrower than
mainstem) and greater density of fish may be better supported with
structural complexity (rootwads and cover). . Flood fences in side channels
may contribute to local gravel and wood storage, reduced slope, and bank
edge complexity.

Infeasible to create more spring discharge to rivers except where spring
discharge is currently diverted for consumptive uses.

Presume low opportunity to increase size of spring-fed discharge, unless
source recharge has been reduced, flow routing and alteration of discharge
point has occurred, or withdrawals affecting spring discharge can be
restored if in hydrologic connection.

Enhance woody structural complexity of spring discharge locations in
mainstem rivers, particularly since spring-fed flow will not typically deliver
and transport woody debris to rivers.

More frequently spaced cold-water return flow from hyporheic sources can
be feasibly increased with a more natural channel migration pattern and
channel roughness (such as log jams that form deep pools in gaining
reaches) to create more variable bedforms and channel mosaics that lead
to more gravel bars, more flow routes, and more active floodplain area
(Seedang et al. 2008).

A larger area that is influenced by more frequently spaced hyporheic
discharge would be expected from increased channel roughness, bedform
complexity, locally steeper hydraulic gradients and more flow routes.

An increase in the availability of cold water via hyporheic discharge will
create better rearing and spawning habitats for salmonid fishes at gravel
interface for juveniles (cover, thermal regulation) and adults (spawning
and incubation habitat quality).

Hyporheic

Spring

Tributary

Description

More … increase the number and decrease the spacing between cold-

Side Channel

Strategy
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Map Folio
Figure 3. Temperature anomalies of the Stillaguamish River basin based on visual interpretation of 2001
FLIR imagery.
Figure 4. Potential cold-water refuge locations in the Stillaguamish watershed.
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Map Folio. Figure 3. Temperature anomalies of the Stillaguamish River basin based on visual interpretation of 2001 FLIR imagery.
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Map Folio. Figure 4. Potential cold-water refuge locations in the Stillaguamish watershed. Selected temperatures were at least 2.0 degrees Celsius cooler than adjacent surface water. Larger and darker (blue)
circles represent relatively larger and colder refuge locations. Locations in red exceeded 16 degrees Celsius on the day of sampling.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Tabular values of individual temperature anomalies and other parameters. Sources are: SWSurface water; TR-Tributary; FP-Floodplain; SC-Side Channel; SE-Seep or Spring; HY-Hyporheic; CONConfluence.
Appendix B. Metadata for user-attributed temperature anomaly shape file for 2001 Forward Looking
Infrared (FLIR) aerial imagery.
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Appendix A. Tabular values of individual temperature anomalies and other parameters. Sources are: SW-Surface water; TRTributary; FP-Floodplain; SC-Side Channel; SE-Seep or Spring; HY-Hyporheic; CON-Confluence.
Description

Stillaguamish
Basin

Image #,
from
DOE

Median
temperature,
°C

Temperature
difference, °C

Size

Warm side channel
Trib 5.0138 cooling
Warm surace water
Warm backwater
Rock Creek 5.0141

North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork

nf0033
nf0141
nf0141
nf0159
nf0177

20.0
13.0
19.0
16.0
13.5

6.0
-1.5
5.0
1.5
-1.5

1
1
1
2
1

SW
TR
SW
SW
TR

Warm spot
Trib 5.0146 cooling
Cold input
Trib 5.0149 warming
Warm side channel

North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork

nf0188
nf0217
nf0222
nf0236
nf0238

17.0
13.0
13.0
16.0
19.0

3.1
-2.0
-2.0
1.0
4.0

2
1
1
2
2

SW
TR
FP
TR
SW

Warm back-eddy
Warming - side
channel
Warming - side
channel
Trib 5.0153 - warming
Warm cell

North Fork
North Fork

nf0244
nf0269

16.0
16.0

1.0
1.0

North Fork

nf0282

17.0

North Fork
North Fork

nf0290
nf0316

Unmapped trib

North Fork

Hot side channel

Source Comment

Easting

Northing

1325434.288

443132.111

1334002.827

453300.690

1334116.280

453109.043

1335545.535

454226.732

1335485.664

456379.758

1336647.182

457305.964

1339711.611

456899.809

1340465.809

457011.737

1341526.299

458647.275

1341804.993

458664.046

2 SW
2 SW

1342616.384

458444.998

1343943.802

460236.151

1.5

2 SW

1344233.925

461989.237

16.0
16.5

0.5
1.5

1 TR
3 SW

1344943.802

462493.352

1347619.769

462981.017

nf0338

16.0

0.5

1 TR

1346621.453

465276.802

North Fork

nf0340

20.0

4.5

2 SW

1346820.755

465749.339

Warm side channel

North Fork

nf0348

16.0

0.5

1 SW

1347489.379

466604.407

Tributary - cooling

North Fork

nf0361

14.0

-1.0

1 TR

1348569.465

467842.005

A-1

Cooling trib

Subsurface contact
from Rock Creek

Long, warm side
channel

Water backing at
the front of a bar
Unsubstantial
input
Backwater at low
flow
Plume - could be
hyporheic?
Small trib

Description

Stillaguamish
Basin

Image #,
from
DOE

Median
temperature,
°C

Temperature
difference, °C

Shallow warming

North Fork

nf0377

16.0

2.0

1 SW

Trib 5.0156 Grant Cr cooling
Warm trib
Trib 5.0168 - cooling
Floodplain seep

North Fork

nf0388

13.0

-1.0

1 TR

North Fork
North Fork
North Fork

nf0394
nf0410
nf0431

16.0
13.5
14.0

2.0
-1.5
-1.0

1 TR
1 SC
1 FP

Gravel bar backwater
Side channel FP seep

North Fork
North Fork

nf0449
nf0476

18.0
13.0

3.0
-2.0

1 SW
1 FP

Flood plain

North Fork

nf0485

13.0

-2.0

1 FP

Flood plain

North Fork

nf0488

13.0

-2.0

2 FP

Hell Cr - 5.0171cooling
Small SC w cooling
input
Fry Cr - 5.0213 cooling
Cold spot
Cold spot
Warm slack water
Brooks Cr -5.0215
cooling
Unnamed trib - seep
Warming bar bank

North Fork

nf0510

13.0

-2.0

North Fork

nf0533

14.0

North Fork

nf0605

North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork

Size

Source Comment

Easting

Northing

1350784.283

467189.453

1352019.872

466110.975

1352591.264

465653.785

1354054.676

464690.952

1357466.509

464785.781

1359527.030

465988.019

1362227.244

462747.762

1363194.820

462365.232

1363770.223

462140.214

2 TR

1366775.818

461346.222

-1.0

1 SC

1368759.190

463426.030

13.5

-1.5

1 TR

1376779.355

463340.985

nf0609
nf0618
nf0634
nf0638

13.0
13.0
19.0
13.0

-2.0
-2.0
3.0
-2.5

1
1
3
1

1377142.750

463756.469

1378019.677

465046.028

1377791.112

466808.932

1377765.771

467404.969

nf0667
nf0689

12.0
16.0

-4.0
1.0

1 SE
2 SW

1380810.476

468433.615

1382530.311

467641.514

A-2

FP
FP
SW
TR

Associated trib
may moderate this
area
Small cooling

Cold side channel
Floodplain seeps see LIDAR
Seepage out of FP
in side channel
Cooling from side
channel
Large cooling
seepage

Small cooling FP
Small cooling spot
Interesting area

Seep or drainage
Unusually long
shallow warming

Description

Stillaguamish
Basin

Image #,
from
DOE

Median
temperature,
°C

Temperature
difference, °C

Warming eddy
Long cooling FP seep

North Fork
North Fork

nf0694
nf0750

16.0
13.0

1.0
-2.0

1 SW
3 FP

Cooling plume
Cold trib
Cooling trib
Hot backwater

North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork

nf0761
nf0777
nf0777
nf0790

13.0
13.0
12.0
19.0

-2.0
-2.0
-3.0
3.0

1
1
1
2

FP
TR
TR
SW

Warm slide channel
Cold plume
Cold plume
Cold plume
Warm pool
Large cold plume
Dicks Creek 5.0553
cold
Cold plume

North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork

nf0791
nf0819
nf0825
nf0829
nf0832
nf0837
nf0856

19.0
13.0
13.0
13.0
19.0
12.0
13.0

4.0
-2.0
-2.0
-2.0
4.0
-3.0
-2.0

3
1
1
1
2
3
2

SW
FP
FP
FP
SW
SC
TR

North Fork

nf0869

11.0

-4.0

2 SC

Trib 5.0556 cooling

North Fork

nf0876

13.0

-2.0

2 TR

Cold plume
Cold plume
Cold spot
Cold backwater
Warm shallow water
Warm water area
Cold side channel seep
Boulder R 5.0229 cold

North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork

nf0878
nf0878
nf0887
nf0891
nf0907
nf0932
nf0950
nf0959

12.0
12.0
13.0
12.0
16.0
13.0
11.0
12.0

-3.0
-3.0
-2.0
-3.0
2.0
0.7
-3.0
-2.0

1
1
1
2
2
3
2
4

Size

Source Comment

Easting

Northing

bar

A-3

SC
SC
HY
SC
SW
SW
TR
TR

Very long FP
seepage

Shallow hot spot in
gravel bar

Hot bar pool

Source uncertain permeable gravel
Area is a significant
source of cooling

Transition in temp
Large input w/

1382656.179

466832.052

1389395.003

465648.241

1390877.750

465962.694

1392645.111

466591.601

1392801.361

466657.573

1393468.028

468397.156

1393484.916

468471.754

1395184.077

468060.544

1396021.317

468061.846

1396365.067

468350.908

1396594.234

468839.189

1396974.442

468987.627

1398788.646

469643.555

1400249.551

468244.379

1401262.145

468513.316

1401658.921

468348.840

1401842.049

467963.933

1402588.124

467673.981

1403074.161

467451.708

1403995.912

469397.030

1406112.723

469965.086

1407382.809

468716.435

1408093.970

469120.917

Description

Stillaguamish
Basin

Image #,
from
DOE

Median
temperature,
°C

Temperature
difference, °C

Size

Source Comment

Easting

Northing

cooling effect for
1+ mile
Cold spring
Very cold plume
Cold output
Cold plume
Cold spot
Very cold plume
French Dr 5.0246 cooling
Cold large plume

North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork

nf0972
nf1007
nf1007
nf1012
nf1021
nf1024
nf1025

11.0
9.0
9.0
11.0
12.0
9.0
13.0

-1.5
-5.0
-4.5
-3.0
-1.0
-5.0
-1.0

1
2
2
2
1
2
3

North Fork

nf1028

11.0

-3.0

2 SC

Cooling in SC
Cold plume
Trib 5.0251
Warm side channel
Cold spot
Cold spot
Trib 5.0135 -cooling
Warm shallow area
Cold bank fringe
Cold bank fringe
V large cold spot
Cold side channel
Little French Creek
5.0253
V large cold spot

North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork

nf1030
nf1044
nf1057
nf1059
nf1069
nf1069
nf1077
nf1083
nf1088
nf1094
nf1097
nf1099
nf1102

11.0
11.0
12.5
14.0
11.0
11.0
12.5
14.5
11.0
9.0
9.0
11.0
13.0

-3.0
-3.0
-0.5
1.0
-2.5
-2.5
-0.5
1.5
-2.5
-4.5
-5.0
-3.0
-2.0

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
4
2
3
1
1

North Fork

nf1103

8.0

-7.0

4 TR

Cold fringe

North Fork

nf1111

10.0

-5.0

3 SE

A-4

SE
SE
FP
SE
SE
SE
TR

SC
SC
TR
SC
HY
FP
TR
SW
FP
FP
SE
SC
TR

1410453.177

469171.406

1413002.524

469251.134

1412393.999

469420.887

1413801.974

469188.150

1415098.110

468916.327

1415398.111

468899.752

1415595.812

469011.231

1415931.992

469361.346

1416503.325

469739.331

1417705.309

470330.211

1418302.963

469054.391

1418807.717

469184.450

1420091.090

469152.177

1419755.723

469279.552

1420291.020

468732.968

1419920.182

468352.456

1420274.807

468048.440

1421008.601

467578.353

1421299.743

467340.670

1421421.568

467103.665

FP

1419904.058

468191.222

Very large cold
imput

1421877.184

466618.592

1422631.615

466341.523

Very cold seep
Cold seep

Very cold and large
back SC
Very cold back SC
No temp change

No temp change

Description

Stillaguamish
Basin

Image #,
from
DOE

Median
temperature,
°C

Temperature
difference, °C

Size

Cold seep
Cold seep
Cold spot
Warm back water
Cold back channel
Cold seep
Warm side channel
Cold side channel
Cold return flow
Squire Cr 5.0260 cooling
Cold water

North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork

nf1114
nf1118
nf1151
nf1153
nf1160
nf1172
nf1187
nf1233
nf1249
nf1267

9.0
11.0
13.0
15.5
12.0
9.0
15.5
10.0
12.0
12.0

-5.5
-3.5
-1.5
1.0
-2.5
-5.5
1.0
-4.0
-2.1
-3.0

2
2
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
4

North Fork

nf1274

9.0

-7.0

4 HY

Cold water
Cold water
Cold backwater
Cold backwater
Warmer side channel
Cold spot

North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
North Fork
Pilchuck Cr.

nf1277
nf1280
nf1280
nf1285
nf1322
Pil0040

11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
16.0
12.0

-5.0
-5.0
-5.0
-5.0
1.0
-3.4

3
1
2
2
3
1

Cold inflow
Cooler inflow
Warm pocket

Pilchuck Cr.
Pilchuck Cr.
Pilchuck Cr.

Pil0047
Pil0121
Pil0126

11.0
14.0
16.0

-4.8
-1.2
0.9

1 FP
1 FP
1 SW

Warmer side channel
Colder side channel
Warm plume
Warm plume

Pilchuck Cr.
Pilchuck Cr.
Pilchuck Cr.
Pilchuck Cr.

Pil0142
Pil0145
Pil0151
Pil0153

17.0
14.0
17.0
17.5

1.4
-1.4
1.4
2.1

1
1
4
1

A-5

Source Comment
SE
SE
SE
SW
SC
SE
SC
FP
FP
TR

SC
SC
SC
SC
SW
FP

SW
SC
SW
HY

Major cold
contributer
Cold gravel bar - in
field saw groundwater mounding
Seepage
Cold backwater
Cold backwater
Small side channel
or FP discharge
Outflow from ditch
Floodplain
Warm pocket or
plume
Warm side channel
Cold side channel
Warm plume
Warm plume

Easting

Northing

1423052.227

466735.429

1423469.500

466782.163

1425085.183

468978.691

1425217.528

468953.933

1425591.127

468329.692

1426172.806

466842.390

1427605.724

468057.768

1430191.112

467506.095

1430236.269

467594.653

1432871.109

467987.835

1433127.438

467537.593

1433822.395

467309.478

1434001.466

467681.142

1433936.093

467886.600

1434421.723

468029.799

1437463.192

468315.243

1301752.677

445524.849

1302598.504

445742.348

1304406.185

451231.393

1304241.974

451660.071

1304919.562

453055.004

1305286.013

452883.878

1305804.575

453340.213

1305891.002

453779.263

Description

Stillaguamish
Basin

Image #,
from
DOE

Median
temperature,
°C

Temperature
difference, °C

Warm plume
Warm backwater
Small trib with
groundwater
Warm plume
Colder surface

Pilchuck Cr.
Pilchuck Cr.
Pilchuck Cr.

Pil0160
Pil0165
Pil0174

16.5
19.0
13.0

0.9
3.7
-2.7

1 HY
1 SW
1 TR

Warm plume
Still backwater
Small trib

1305941.130

454726.503

1306159.214

454940.088

1307322.283

455003.756

Pilchuck Cr.
Pilchuck Cr.

Pil0177
Pil0193

18.0
15.0

2.6
-0.8

1 HY
3 HY

1307512.374

455362.606

1308895.257

456150.136

Colder side channel

Pilchuck Cr.

Pil0198

14.0

-1.7

1 SE

1309159.755

456606.844

Warm backwater
warm backwater
Warm side channel
Warm plume
Cold inflow
Warm plume

Pilchuck Cr.
Pilchuck Cr.
Pilchuck Cr.
Pilchuck Cr.
Pilchuck Cr.
Pilchuck Cr.

Pil0209
Pil0212
Pil0253
Pil0255
Pil0282
Pil0295

18.0
16.5
16.0
16.0
13.0
18.0

2.3
0.8
1.4
1.3
-2.2
2.8

2
3
1
1
2
1

1309365.494

458003.272

1309553.601

458307.826

1309967.634

459554.904

1309720.807

459686.280

1311836.092

460006.062

1311878.454

461091.375

Warm plume

Pilchuck Cr.

Pil0297

17.5

2.3

1 SW

1311818.825

461310.203

Warm surface
Hot side channel

Pilchuck Cr.
Pilchuck Cr.

Pil0308
Pil0309

16.5
16.5

1.4
1.1

2 SW
1 SW

1312496.841

461617.793

1312701.802

461369.036

Left bank seeps

Pilchuck Cr.

Pil0316

14.0

-1.7

1 HY

1313175.292

461095.760

Cold return flow

Pilchuck Cr.

Pil0326

13.5

-1.5

1 FP

1313783.924

461819.881

Warm plume
Floodplain seep

Pilchuck Cr.
Pilchuck Cr.

Pil0337
Pil0355

15.5
12.0

0.8
-2.0

2 HY
1 TR

1314417.955

462377.261

1315295.824

463251.691

Hillslope seep

Pilchuck Cr.

Pil0385

12.5

-2.1

3 SE

Warm plume
Hyporheic return
or
shading/shadows
Colder flow into
side channel
Warm backwater
Warm lateral water
Warm split flow
Warm plume
Terrace or trib
Exposed surface
backwater
Warm plume at
surface
Exposed surface
Exposed side
channels
Hyporheic return
over steeper riffles
Flow from old side
channel
Warm plume
Return from wall
base channel
Shadowing

1318016.523

465073.558

A-6

Size

Source Comment

SW
SW
SW
HY
SE
SW

Easting

Northing

Description

Stillaguamish
Basin

Image #,
from
DOE

Median
temperature,
°C

Temperature
difference, °C

Tributary

Pilchuck Cr.

Pil0406

13.5

-1.1

4 TR

Hot side channel
Eagle Cr 5.0319
cooling
Trib 5.0084 - cooling

South Fork
South Fork

sf0663
sf0680

20.0
14.0

4.0
-2.0

1 SW
1 TR

South Fork

sf0684

15.0

-1.0

1 TR

Cold side channel
Warm backwater
Warm backwater
Warm shallows
Trib 5.0321, cold input
Warm side channel
Jim Cr 5.0322 cooling
Cold seep
Warm side channel
Cold seep
Cold flow over
mineralized rock?

South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork

sf0697
sf0715
sf0738
sf0752
sf0766
sf0770
sf0785
sf0792
sf1026
sf1104
sf1151

15.0
19.0
20.0
19.0
11.0
20.0
14.0
12.0
19.0
12.0
14.5

-1.0
3.0
4.0
3.0
-5.0
4.5
-2.0
-4.0
3.0
-4.0
-1.0

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1

SC
SW
SW
SW
TR
SW
TR
FP
SW
SE
FP

Cold seep
Trib - cooling
Trib - cooling
Warm side channel
Canyon Cr - cooling
Seep
Trib - cooling
Trib 5.0387

South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork

sf1152
sf1165
sf1173
sf1207
sf1235
sf1431
sf1510
sf1520

11.0
11.0
13.0
17.0
14.0
12.0
11.0
12.5

-4.0
-4.0
-2.0
2.0
-1.0
-1.5
-4.0
-2.5

4
2
2
2
4
3
2
4

SE
TR
TR
SC
TR
SE
TR
TR

A-7

Size

Source Comment
Trib flow from
major glacial
terrace
Miniscule cooling
effect
Miniscule cooling
effect

Small cold trib

Flow over
mieralized rockverified in field

Easting

Northing

1317418.905

467375.529

1327623.438

441291.377

1328466.787

442885.553

1329321.702

443492.506

1330124.804

441956.620

1331083.345

439765.669

1333055.940

437733.858

1334680.649

437330.457

1337061.735

437224.365

1337374.926

436616.177

1336990.029

434458.535

1336426.605

433947.775

1352511.744

413434.708

1349262.430

408483.060

1353478.677

404117.301

1384886.376

400298.024

1354686.406

403707.004

1355898.082

403689.612

1359915.742

402518.519

1362391.270

402390.974

1378978.695

405705.730

1383366.477

400235.186

1384360.106

400030.962

Description

Stillaguamish
Basin

Image #,
from
DOE

Median
temperature,
°C

Temperature
difference, °C

Size

Cold seep
Cold seep
Trib - cooling
Cold surface cell
Cranberry Creek:
5.0390
Rotary Creek: 5.0392
Triple Creek: 5.0395
Cold area
Twentytwo Creek:
5.0400
Colder side channel
Boardman Creek:
5.0410
Gordon Creek: 5.0415
Blackjack Creek:
5.0420
Marten Creek
Very cold surface
water
Cool hillslope
discharge
Cool lb trib
Cold inflow
Terrace falls
Unnamed trib
FP pond?
FP Pond?
Warm shallow

South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork

sf1542
sf1554
sf1563
sf1639
sf1661

12.0
12.0
12.0
11.0
11.0

-3.5
-3.5
-3.0
-4.0
-4.0

4
3
1
1
1

SE
SE
TR
SC
TR

1386525.940

400572.422

1388017.783

400801.657

1388454.420

401387.478

1392223.616

405726.160

1393800.212

404373.480

South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork

sf1693
sf1750
sf1774
sf1942

11.0
11.0
11.0
12.0

-4.0
-4.5
-4.5
-3.0

3
3
1
2

TR
TR
FP
TR

1395880.141

401958.851

1402908.866

400722.505

1404988.794

400807.034

1416128.628

395261.016

South Fork
South Fork

sf2126
sf2184

13.0
14.0

-1.5
-1.0

1 SC
2 TR

1428039.306

393756.981

1433194.337

391250.842

South Fork
South Fork

sf2202
sf2355

13.0
11.0

-2.0
-3.0

2 TR
3 TR

1435272.212

391634.694

1445439.520

388202.236

South Fork
South Fork

sf2449
sf2546

10.0
9.0

-3.0
-5.0

2 TR
2 TR

1451462.507

391874.733

1459997.737

393249.854

South Fork

sfs0821

13.0

-3.1

1 TR

South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
South Fork
Mainstem

sfs0836
sfs0865
sfs0898
sfs0971
sfs1065
sfs1225
sfs0145

13.5
13.5
14.0
13.5
12.5
12.8
16.8

-2.3
-2.2
-2.3
-2.2
-3.6
-3.2
0.9

1
1
2
1
1
1
2

A-8

Source Comment

TR
FP
TR
TR
FP
FP
SW

Very little change

Very cold water
input
Cold water Part of
Silver Gulch Cr.

Easting

1334222.931

Northing

432937.946

1335992.354

431193.704

1338967.975

427960.604

1340708.470

423564.859

1346106.906

418148.339

1348674.002

413195.545

1361700.255
1275915.315

401611.905
443860.678

Description

Stillaguamish
Basin

Image #,
from
DOE

Median
temperature,
°C

Temperature
difference, °C

Warm pocket
Cold area

Mainstem
Mainstem

sfs0145
sfs0145

16.7
12.0

0.8
-4.1

1 SW
1 TR

Warm channel

Mainstem

sfs0165

16.5

0.4

1 SW

Cold inflow from side
channel
Warm pool
Warm channel lb
Warm pocket
Cold source

Mainstem

sfs0166

12.5

-3.4

Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem

sfs0191
sfs0223
sfs0246
sfs0247

18.4
17.0
15.8
15.3

Warm pocket
Warm pocket
Warm shallow
Warm pocket

Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem

sfs0252
sfs0274
sfs0283
sfs0288

Warm backwater
Warm pocket
Warm shallow
Warm side channel
Warm pocket
Warm pocket
Warm pocket
Warm pocket

Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem

sfs0354
sfs0371
sfs0388
sfs0439
sfs0440
sfs0444
sfs0460
sfs0465

Size

Source Comment

Easting

Northing

1276381.587

443773.867

1276015.571

443600.625

1280078.596

443478.622

1 SC

1279426.050

443441.076

2.5
1.1
0.3
-0.8

1
1
1
3

SW
SW
SW
CON

1283401.920

443863.235

1287393.835

443641.558

1291214.390

443006.672

1291237.561

443070.856

16.7
16.3
18.0
16.0

0.6
0.4
2.1
0.1

1
3
2
2

SW
SW
SW
SW

1291866.546

442842.155

1292976.930

445405.318

1294532.175

445770.450

1294997.577

445613.858

17.0
17.0
18.5
19.3
18.2
19.7
17.0
16.0

1.3
1.5
2.7
3.3
2.6
3.6
1.3
0.6

1
2
2
1
2
2
2
2

SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW

1300421.439

443094.387

1302087.090

443955.206

1301661.404

442677.099

1306968.765

440478.152

1306943.397

440378.631

1307679.068

440267.403

1310158.109

440084.286

1310839.143

440147.772

A-9

Appears to drain
from floodplain
tributary
Long, narrow,
temp difference
appears greater on
TIR

Long and narrow
Cook Slough return
flow to MS is
cooler than north
channel

T diff appears
greater (~1C)

T diff appears

Description

Stillaguamish
Basin

Image #,
from
DOE

Median
temperature,
°C

Temperature
difference, °C

Size

Source Comment

Easting

Northing

greater on TIR
(~1C)
Warm pocket
Warm channel
Warm area
Warm side channel
Warm area
Warm area
Warm area
Warm pocket
Warm pocket
Warm area
Cold source

Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem

sfs0469
sfs0500
sfs0514
sfs0529
sfs0547
sfs0570
sfs0592
sfs0607
sfs0618
sfs0632
sfs0636

18.0
17.5
16.5
18.0
16.1
15.9
17.0
18.0
18.0
18.0
15.4

1.6
1.6
1.0
3.2
0.5
0.4
1.0
1.8
1.7
2.2
-0.9

1
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
3

SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
CON

Warm backwater
Warm side channel
Warm trib
Warm backwater
Warm shallow bar
Warm pocket

Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem

stl0072
stl0072
stl0080
stl0089
stl0100
stl0116

16.5
16.2
16.5
16.2
18.0
16.9

0.5
0.6
1.6
0.3
1.9
1.4

1
1
1
1
1
1

SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW

Warm side channel
Warm side channel
Cold pocket
Warm shallow

Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem

stl0122
stl0127
stl0132
stl0182

17.3
18.4
15.2
18.5

1.8
2.7
-0.8
2.3

1
2
1
2

SW
SW
FP
SW

Cold channel
Warm area

Mainstem
Mainstem

stl0198
stl0215

15.0
16.9

-1.1
1.0

1 FP
1 SW

A-10

Under bridge
Confluence with
NF/SF Stilly

Travels very long
way downstream
on left bank

Side channels also
warm

1311018.058

438791.476

1314256.521

436819.608

1315710.816

438630.128

1316477.873

441025.036

1318324.745

443275.911

1320742.993

445082.383

1319542.526

441988.873

1320910.365

440130.458

1322128.146

440499.832

1324156.524

441382.504

1324736.853

441746.471

1266401.748

439754.818

1265619.636

440434.792

1267481.768

440007.444

1268283.077

440815.274

1269450.544

442242.912

1269799.206

443640.861

1270489.791

444203.647

1270816.493

444705.834

1271573.225

444495.091

1278359.346

443849.441

1280629.075

443211.693

1283289.188

443579.599

Description

Stillaguamish
Basin

Image #,
from
DOE

Median
temperature,
°C

Temperature
difference, °C

Warm area
Warm channel

Mainstem
Mainstem

stl0235
stl0273

16.6
16.0

0.7
0.2

1 SW
1 SW

Cold sand bar

Mainstem

stl0322

13.4

-2.4

1 SE

Cold wetland

Mainstem

stl0327

12.2

-3.7

1 FP

Warm pocket
Warm pocket
Warm area
Portage Creek outlet
Warm shallows
Cold pocket

Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem
Mainstem

stl0339
stl0342
stl0346
stl0346
stl0387
stl0797

18.0
16.3
16.2
14.0
17.0
14.1

2.3
0.6
0.4
-1.7
1.3
-2.7

2
1
2
1
1
1

A-11

Size

Source Comment

SW
SW
SW
TR
SW
FP

In wake of sand
bar; surrounding
water appears 1C
cooler on tir map
Shallow, travels
downstream on lb
Off channel
wetland may drain
to river
Preceding sand bar

Easting

Northing

1284732.994

445347.930

1289620.741

442566.286

1292422.924

437800.401

1293266.027

437729.767

1294885.997

438844.180

1295289.998

438930.279

1295737.048

438956.771

1296128.912

438942.996

1300942.088

439998.844

1321442.157

443009.699

Appendix B. Metadata for user-attributed temperature anomaly shape file for 2001 Forward
Looking Infrared (FLIR) aerial imagery.
Complies with Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) standard per Department of Ecology at:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/services/gis/data/standards/standards.htm

InFlow
Data format: Shapefile
File or table name: InFlow
Coordinate system: Lambert Conformal Conic

FGDC and ESRI Metadata:
Metadata elements shown with blue text are defined in the Federal Geographic Data
Committee's (FGDC) Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM).
Elements shown with green text are defined in the ESRI Profile of the CSDGM.
Elements shown with a green asterisk (*) will be automatically updated by
ArcCatalog. ArcCatalog adds hints indicating which FGDC elements are mandatory;
these are shown with gray text.
Identification Information:
Citation:
Citation information:
*Title:
InFlow
*File or table name: InFlow
*Geospatial data presentation form: vector digital data
*Online linkage:
\\SnoCo\ProjDrives\PW_SWM_Projects\ESA\Habitat\Staff_files\Fel\Stilly\StillyFLIR\s
hapefiles\InFlow.shp
Description:
*Language of dataset: en
Spatial domain:
Bounding coordinates:
*West bounding coordinate: -122.372664
*East bounding coordinate: -121.571174
*North bounding coordinate: 48.286996
*South bounding coordinate: 48.054007
Local bounding coordinates:
*Left bounding coordinate: 1265619.635561
*Right bounding coordinate: 1459997.736879
*Top bounding coordinate: 470330.211101
*Bottom bounding coordinate: 388202.236152

B-1

*Native dataset format: Shapefile
*Native data set environment:
Microsoft Windows Vista Version 6.1 (Build 7601) Service Pack 1; ESRI ArcCatalog
9.3.1.4000

Spatial Data Organization Information:
*Direct spatial reference method: Vector
Point and vector object information:
SDTS terms description:
*Name: InFlow
*SDTS point and vector object type: Entity point
*Point and vector object count: 219
ESRI terms description:
*Name: InFlow
*ESRI feature type: Simple
*ESRI feature geometry: Point
*ESRI topology: FALSE
*ESRI feature count: 219
*Spatial index: TRUE
*Linear referencing: FALSE

Spatial Reference Information:
Horizontal coordinate system definition:
Coordinate system name:
*Projected coordinate system name:
NAD_1983_StatePlane_Washington_North_FIPS_4601_Feet
*Geographic coordinate system name: GCS_North_American_1983
Planar:
Map projection:
*Map projection name: Lambert Conformal Conic
Lambert conformal conic:
*Standard parallel: 47.500000
*Standard parallel: 48.733333
*Longitude of central meridian: -120.833333
*Latitude of projection origin: 47.000000
*False easting: 1640416.666667
*False northing: 0.000000
Planar coordinate information:
*Planar coordinate encoding method: coordinate pair
Coordinate representation:
*Abscissa resolution: 0.000000
*Ordinate resolution: 0.000000
*Planar distance units: survey feet
Geodetic model:
*Horizontal datum name: North American Datum of 1983
*Ellipsoid name: Geodetic Reference System 80
*Semi-major axis: 6378137.000000
*Denominator of flattening ratio: 298.257222

Entity and Attribute Information:
Detailed description:
*Name: InFlow
Entity type:

B-2

*Entity type label: InFlow
*Entity type type: Feature Class
*Entity type count: 219
Attribute:
*Attribute label: FID
*Attribute alias: FID
*Attribute definition:
Internal feature number.
*Attribute definition source:
ESRI
*Attribute
*Attribute
*Attribute
*Attribute

type: OID
width: 4
precision: 0
scale: 0

Attribute domain values:
*Unrepresentable domain:
Sequential unique whole numbers that are automatically generated.
Attribute:
*Attribute label: Shape
*Attribute alias: Shape
*Attribute definition:
Feature geometry.
*Attribute definition source:
ESRI
*Attribute
*Attribute
*Attribute
*Attribute

type: Geometry
width: 0
precision: 0
scale: 0

Attribute domain values:
*Unrepresentable domain:
Coordinates defining the features.
Attribute:
*Attribute label: Name
*Attribute alias: Name
*Attribute type: String
*Attribute width: 50
Attribute:
*Attribute label: River
*Attribute alias: River
*Attribute type: String
*Attribute width: 50
Attribute:

B-3

*Attribute label: Image
*Attribute alias: Image
*Attribute type: String
*Attribute width: 7
Attribute:
*Attribute label: KM
*Attribute alias: KM
*Attribute type: Number
*Attribute width: 8
*Attribute number of decimals: 2
Attribute:
*Attribute label: Mile
*Attribute alias: Mile
*Attribute type: Number
*Attribute width: 8
*Attribute number of decimals: 2
Attribute:
*Attribute label: Median
*Attribute alias: Median
*Attribute type: Number
*Attribute width: 4
*Attribute number of decimals: 1
Attribute:
*Attribute label: Temp_Diff
*Attribute alias: Temp_Diff
*Attribute type: Number
*Attribute width: 4
*Attribute number of decimals: 1
Attribute:
*Attribute label: Size
*Attribute alias: Size
*Attribute type: Number
*Attribute width: 1
Attribute:
*Attribute label: Source
*Attribute alias: Source
*Attribute type: String
*Attribute width: 50
Attribute:

B-4

*Attribute label: Comment
*Attribute alias: Comment
*Attribute type: String
*Attribute width: 70

Distribution Information:
Resource description: Downloadable Data
Standard order process:
Digital form:
Digital transfer information:
*Transfer size: 0.006
*Dataset size: 0.006

Metadata Reference Information:
*Metadata date: 20130320
*Language of metadata: en
*Metadata standard name: FGDC Content Standards for Digital Geospatial
Metadata
*Metadata standard version: FGDC-STD-001-1998
*Metadata time convention: local time
Metadata extensions:
*Online linkage: http://www.esri.com/metadata/esriprof80.html
*Profile name: ESRI Metadata Profile

Geoprocessing History:
Process:
*Date: 20120308
*Time: 094032
*Tool location: C:\Program Files\ArcGIS\Desktop10.0\ArcToolbox\Toolboxes\Data
Management Tools.tbx\CalculateField
*Command issued: CalculateField InFlow River "Pilchuck Creek" VB #
Process:
*Date: 20120308
*Time: 094401
*Tool location: C:\Program Files\ArcGIS\Desktop10.0\ArcToolbox\Toolboxes\Data
Management Tools.tbx\CalculateField
*Command issued: CalculateField InFlow River "NF Stillaguamish" VB #
Process:
*Date: 20120308
*Time: 113723
*Tool location: C:\Program Files\ArcGIS\Desktop10.0\ArcToolbox\Toolboxes\Data
Management Tools.tbx\CalculateField
*Command issued: CalculateField InFlow River "NF Stillaguamish" VB #
Process:
*Date: 20120308
*Time: 114314
*Tool location: C:\Program Files\ArcGIS\Desktop10.0\ArcToolbox\Toolboxes\Data
Management Tools.tbx\CalculateField
*Command issued: CalculateField InFlow River "SF Stillaguamish" VB #
Process:
*Date: 20120308
*Time: 122835
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*Tool location: C:\Program Files\ArcGIS\Desktop10.0\ArcToolbox\Toolboxes\Data
Management Tools.tbx\CalculateField
*Command issued: CalculateField InFlow River "Stillaguamish Mainstem" VB #

ISO Standard
TIR_Anomalies_Stillaguamish_InFlow2001
Data format: Shapefile
Coordinate system: NAD_1983_StatePlane_Washington_North_FIPS_4601_Feet
Theme keywords: Temperature, Thermal Refuge, Thermal Infrared, Forward Looking
Infrared, Water Quality, Salmon, TMDL
Location:
file://\\SnoCo\ProjDrives\PW_SWM_Projects\ESA\Habitat\Staff_files\Fel\Stilly\StillyFLIR\
shapefiles\InFlow.shp
Abstract: This dataset describes and maps user-identified temperature characteristics of
2001 thermal infrared (TIR) imagery for selected rivers in the Stillaguamish watershed
resource inventory area (WRIA 5). The imagery was originally collected by Watershed
Sciences (Corvallis, OR) on Sept. 7 and 8, 2001 for the Washington State Department of
Ecology and is available to the public at Department of Ecology. This new review was
completed to 1.) Comprehensively map thermal anomalies (colder or warmer water
adjacent to upstream median river temperature), 2.) Identify the likely source types of the
temperature anomalies, 3.) Estimate the size of each temperature anomaly relative to
channel size of the receiving waterbody, and 4.) Map potential salmonid cold-water refuge
locations. The location, frequency, sources, and size of mapped temperature anomalies can
contribute to developing recommendations for protecting or restoring temperature regimes
or more discrete cold-water refuges. The TIR imagery (visible color and infrared) and
calculated median temperature values (DOE spreadsheets) represent the primary data
resources obtained and used from DOE at:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/apps/watersheds/temperature/tir/stillaguamish/index.html)

Metadata elements shown with blue text are defined in the International
Organization for Standardization's (ISO) document 19115 Geographic Information Metadata. Elements shown with green text are defined by ESRI and will be
documented as extensions to the ISO 19115. Elements shown with a green asterisk
(*) will be automatically updated by Arc Catalog.
Metadata Information
*Metadata language: English
*Metadata character set: utf8 - 8 bit UCS Transfer Format
*Last update: 20130320
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Metadata contact:
Individual's name: Frank Leonetti
Organization's name: Snohomish County Public Works Surface Water Management
Division
Contact's position: Senior Habitat Specialist, Project Manager
Contact's role: originator
Contact information:
Phone:
Voice: 425 388 3464
Fax: 425 388 6455
Address:
Delivery point:
3000 Rockefeller Ave. M/S 607
City: Everett
Administrative area: WA
Postal code: 98201
Country: United States
e-mail address: frank.leonetti@snoco.org
*Scope of the data described by the metadata: dataset
*Scope name: dataset
*Name of the metadata standard used: ISO 19115 Geographic Information - Metadata
*Version of the metadata standard: DIS_ESRI1.0

Resource Identification Information:
Citation:
Title: TIR_Anomalies_Stillaguamish_InFlow2001
Alternate titles: Stillaguamish Temperature Anomalies, 2001, Stillaguamish TIR
Imagery Anomalies, 2001, Stillaguamish FLIR Thermal Refuges, 2001
Reference date:
Date: 20110101
Type of date: creation
Reference date:
Date: 20130228
Type of date: revision
Edition: Version1_03202013
Edition date: 20130320
*Presentation format: digital map
Party responsible for the resource:
Individual's name: Frank Leonetti
Organization's name: Snohomish County Public Works Surface Water Management
Division
Contact's position: Senior Habitat Specialist, Project Manager
Contact's role: originator
Contact information:
Phone:
Voice: 425 388 3464
Fax: 425 388 6455
Address:
Delivery point:
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3000 Rockefeller Ave. M/S 607
City: Everett
Administrative area: WA
Postal code: 98201
Country: United States
e-mail address: frank.leonetti@snoco.org
Themes or categories of the resource: biota, environment, inland waters
Theme keywords:
Keywords: Temperature, Thermal Refuge, Thermal Infrared, Forward Looking
Infrared, Water Quality, Salmon, TMDL
Place keywords:
Keywords: Snohomish County, Stillaguamish River, NF Stillaguamish River, SF
Stillaguamish River, Pilchuck Creek, Stillaguamish River Watershed, Tributary, Side
Channel, Seep, Spring
Temporal keywords:
Keywords: 2001
Discipline keywords:
Keywords: Water Quality, Ecology, Environmental Management
Abstract:
This dataset describes and maps user-identified temperature characteristics of 2001 thermal
infrared (TIR) imagery for selected rivers in the Stillaguamish watershed resource inventory
area (WRIA 5). The imagery was originally collected by Watershed Sciences (Corvallis, OR)
on Sept. 7 and 8, 2001 for the Washington State Department of Ecology and is available to
the public at Department of Ecology. This new review was completed to 1.)
Comprehensively map thermal anomalies (colder or warmer water adjacent to upstream
median river temperature), 2.) Identify the likely source types of the temperature
anomalies, 3.) Estimate the size of each temperature anomaly relative to channel size of the
receiving waterbody, and 4.) Map potential salmonid cold-water refuge locations. The
location, frequency, sources, and size of mapped temperature anomalies can contribute to
developing recommendations for protecting or restoring temperature regimes or more
discrete cold-water refuges. The TIR imagery (visible color and infrared) and calculated
median temperature values (DOE spreadsheets) represent the primary data resources
obtained and used from DOE at:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/apps/watersheds/temperature/tir/stillaguamish/index.html)
*Dataset language: English
Resource maintenance:
Update frequency: not planned
Resource constraints:
Constraints:
Limitations of use: Changes in flow or drainage between the time of the survey
(2001) and 2013 have likely changed the composition and size of anomalies to some
extent. In some years, depending on seasonal temperature variability, some
anomalies may be absent or undetectable relative to adjacent waters. At the same
time, up-to-date validation of temperature anomalies or cold-water refuges was not
conducted, though many anomalies and numerous others not observed in the 2001
imagery were observed in 2011. Therefore, as previously stated, this TIR sample is a
snapshot in time. Controls on water temperature are strongly influenced by solar
radiation, stream aspect, and air temperature. Other controls include stream flow
volume, stream shading, channel width, and hyporheic or groundwater flow
processes. The identification and mapping of temperature anomalies represents a
subset of temperature assessment. Perhaps the greatest limitation, inherent with
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any water-based TIR work, is that TIR measures temperature only at the surface of
the water. These data do not adequately represent temperature influences that could
be present at other times of the year, but which were not thermally visible at the
sample time. Other anomalies and thermal refuges may be present in the
Stillaguamish River when air temperature is hotter or when base flow is lower than
when 2001 thermal imagery was obtained. As part of this report, cold-water refuges
were defined and mapped. However, no validation of these locations could be made
as to their actual value as refuge habitat in terms of fish use, fish behavior, or any
fish benefit directly gained from access to and use of thermal anomalies that were
coldest in comparison to other mapped anomalies.
*Spatial representation type: vector
*Processing environment: Microsoft Windows Vista Version 6.1 (Build 7601) Service Pack
1; ESRI Arc Catalog 9.3.1.4000
Spatial resolution:
Ground sample distance:
Precision of spatial data: 1
Units of measure, scale:
Units: Meters
Conversion to metric: 1 Meter = 1 m
Resource's bounding rectangle:
*Extent type: Full extent in decimal degrees
*Extent contains the resource: Yes
*West longitude: -122.372664
*East longitude: -121.571174
*North latitude: 48.286996
*South latitude: 48.054007
Other extent information:
Geographic extent:
Bounding rectangle:
*Extent type: search
*Extent contains the resource: Yes
*West longitude: -122.372664
*East longitude: -121.571174
*North latitude: 48.286996
*South latitude: 48.054007
Bounding rectangle:
*Extent type: Full extent in the data's coordinate system
*Extent contains the resource: Yes
*West longitude: 1265619.635561
*East longitude: 1459997.736879
*North latitude: 470330.211101
*South latitude: 388202.236152
Temporal extent:
Beginning date: 20010907
Ending date: 20010908

Spatial Representation - Vector:
*Level of topology for this dataset: geometry only
Geometric objects:
*Name: InFlow
*Object type: point
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*Object count: 219

Reference System Information:
Reference system identifier:
*Value: NAD_1983_StatePlane_Washington_North_FIPS_4601_Feet

Data Quality Information:
Scope of quality information:
Level of the data: dataset
Lineage:
Lineage statement:
The TIR imagery (color and infrared) and calculated median temperature values
(spreadsheets) represent the primary data resources obtained from DOE. The
spreadsheet data displaying the calculated median TIR stream temperatures was
imported to Arc Map 10.0 (ESRI, Inc.) as an event theme. TIR image processing
included an algorithm which computed the median stream temperature (across the
width of the channel) approximately every 400 feet (watershed Sciences 2002). The
TIR-derived temperature measurements were validated at the time using Onset
Stowaway™ continuously recording stream temperature loggers distributed
throughout the study area. The temperature loggers have 0.2°C accuracy, and had
an average of 0.3°C difference between the logger temperatures and the TIR
temperatures (Watershed Sciences 2002).
Once in a GIS, temperature information was populated (this dataset) by reviewing
the aerial TIR imagery (at DOE's URL) and reviewing the median temperature values
(event theme) from the beginning to the end of each TIR survey. By visually
scanning the TIR and associated color band images frame by frame, the in-stream
areas where temperature was notably different than the surrounding water were
located (+/- 0.5 degrees Celsius, consistent with Watershed Sciences 2002). Once
identified, the location of a temperature anomaly was digitized in this shape file as a
point location and attributed with field information. A user-based geo-referencing
system was used to map anomalies in GIS based on visual interpretation of DOE's
TIR images and by referencing permanent features and channel or topographic
indicators from additional GIS resources; including, Snohomish County orthorectified photos (primarily 1998, 2001, 2003), a multi-year composited high
resolution LiDAR-derived digital elevation model (stretched color ramp and hillshade
depictions), mapped stream hydrography, and roads. Because the aerial imagery and
temperature data were obtained in no more than 68 minutes flight time during the
peak of daily temperature for any river, it was assumed the absolute temperatures of
anomalies and median river temperatures by river and sample date were suitable for
direct comparison.

Distribution Information:
Distributor:
Available format:
*Format name: Shapefile
Transfer options:
*Transfer size: 0.006
Online source:
*Online location (URL):
file://\\SnoCo\ProjDrives\PW_SWM_Projects\ESA\Habitat\Staff_files\Fel\Stilly\StillyF
LIR\shapefiles\InFlow.shp
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*Connection protocol: Local Area Network
Description: Downloadable Data

Geoprocessing History:
Process:
*Date: 20120308
*Time: 094032
*Tool location: C:\Program Files\ArcGIS\Desktop10.0\ArcToolbox\Toolboxes\Data
Management Tools.tbx\CalculateField
*Command issued: CalculateField InFlow River "Pilchuck Creek" VB #
Process:
*Date: 20120308
*Time: 094401
*Tool location: C:\Program Files\ArcGIS\Desktop10.0\ArcToolbox\Toolboxes\Data
Management Tools.tbx\CalculateField
*Command issued: CalculateField InFlow River "NF Stillaguamish" VB #
Process:
*Date: 20120308
*Time: 113723
*Tool location: C:\Program Files\ArcGIS\Desktop10.0\ArcToolbox\Toolboxes\Data
Management Tools.tbx\CalculateField
*Command issued: CalculateField InFlow River "NF Stillaguamish" VB #
Process:
*Date: 20120308
*Time: 114314
*Tool location: C:\Program Files\ArcGIS\Desktop10.0\ArcToolbox\Toolboxes\Data
Management Tools.tbx\CalculateField
*Command issued: CalculateField InFlow River "SF Stillaguamish" VB #
Process:
*Date: 20120308
*Time: 122835
*Tool location: C:\Program Files\ArcGIS\Desktop10.0\ArcToolbox\Toolboxes\Data
Management Tools.tbx\CalculateField
*Command issued: CalculateField InFlow River "Stillaguamish Mainstem" VB #
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